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Flight + Hotel - when to choose this package?

Not all journeys require a lot of planning. However, some trips are associated with the

organization, what can be really time-consuming. The main reasons are di�culties with booking

a �ight and accommodation. A comfortable place, same date, transport and adjusted arrival

times. Many things must be organized as well as possible.

Flight + Hotel packages can help you organize your travel. With the search engine, you can easily

and quickly �nd attractive o�ers of �ight and accommodation and book them with just one

click.

When to choose the Flight+Hotel package?

For a longer stay in one place

The Flight + Hotel service can help you �nd �ights and accommodation in your selected

location. Using this service will de�nitely help you plan your trip and will also reduce some

problems upon arrival: it will shorten the distance between the airport and the accommodation

facility, it will help you adjust the time of arrival and the hotel day. It's primarily saving time,

money and nerves. The perfect solution, for example for a holiday or a long business trip.

For short trips

It doesn't make sense to spend the whole week to plan a two-week trip. Using a search engine is

de�nitely a better solution. You can �nd the best �ight and hotel in a few minutes. The package

is useful even in the case of a spontaneous journey when there is no time to plan. Reservation is

con�rmed with one click and you can choose from over 1.1 million hotel facilities.

For busy people

Not everyone has the time to look for and adjust the date of �ight and accommodation.

Especially, when the planned date is coming and there aren't too many places in hotels and

guesthouses. In this situation, the best solution will be the intuitive search engine that can �nd

accommodation o�ers together with a �ight. The only thing that you need to do is to choose

the best o�er, make reservation and pay. This takes only a few minutes and can save a lot of

time.

For inexperienced travellers

There's a �rst time for everything, including �ights with a longer stay. People who don't have

experience in organizing travel sometimes don't know what is important when planning a trip.

They can use the search engine with special �lters that help determine the exact location of the

accommodation. Some �lters often lead users to factors that are most important while looking

for accommodation. An additional advantage is that after specifying the expectations, the o�ers

are ready. All you need to do is choose and book the best one.

For thrifty travelers

If you don't want to pay too much, the best option is to compare o�ers and choose the one

which falls within our budget. Such a possibility is guaranteed by Fligh+Hotel packages. There

are also some additional advantages, such as travel discounts, thanks to which you can book

your stay and save up to 30% of the total price.
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For those who like comfort

For some travelers, comfort is a priority from the beginning of the booking process until arrival

at the airport on the way home.  The Flight+Hotel package was created for such people. It

guarantees a comfortable searching for o�ers, fast booking, accommodation in a convenient

place and comfortable accommodation.

For those who like to have a choice

The service gives the opportunity to match the o�er to all your requirements: from the

accommodation location, through the type of place to the number of meals included in the

price. The choice is big because we have 1.1 million facilities in our database. You can also

choose airlines that we recommend, so we have an impact on the comfort of travelling.
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